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Street Lights






The City currently has approximately 1,972 lights poles


370 are PG&E owned (rate schedule LS1-A, LS1-C, LS1-E, LS1-F, and OL1)



1,602 are owned and maintained by the City of Lemoore (rate schedule LS2-A)

PG&E assess a “facility charge” and an “energy charge” based
on the wattage used per month for every pole.


The monthly facility charge covers the costs of owning and maintaining the lamp



The energy charge covers the electricity used to power the lamp

PG&E owned poles are more expensive each month due largely
to a higher facility charge




The facility charge for a PG&E owned pole range from $6.68 to $9.667 per month
depending on the type of pole, whereas the facility charge for a City of Lemoore owned
pole is only $0.207 per month.

The current rates for both PGE and City owned poles are
attached separately.
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Street Light Standards
 City

of Lemoore standards and
specifications dictate what type of
street light, the minimum lumens they
emit, and placement of street lights
according to the classification of
street.

 The

City Standards were updated in
December of 2019.
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Street Classifications
 Local- Any street other than a collector street, arterial, or

freeway that provides direct access to abutting properties and
serves local versus through traffic. Also used to mean a street
that is used or is intended to be used for the principal purpose of
serving as access to abutting properties.

 Collector- A street that is used or is intended to be used for
the principal purpose of collecting traffic from local streets and
transferring it to arterial streets or highways.

 Arterial- A street that is used or is intended to be used as the
principal route of traffic flow, connecting areas of major traffic
generation to highways and county roads.
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Street Light Standard
Local Street
• Street lights on local streets shall be
LED – minimum 5,800 lumen with cutoff luminaires, luminaire elevation of
28’ mounted on marbelite poles with
8’ aluminum mat arms.
• A street light shall be installed at each
intersection. Should the distance
exceed 360’ between intersections,
and intermediate street light(s) shall
be installed.
• Spacing of street lights between
intersections where required shall be
180’ minimum to 240’ maximum.
• A minimum separation of 20’ is
required between trees and street
light poles.
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Street Light Standard
Collector Street
• Street lights on collector street shall be LED –
minimum 9,500 lumen with cut-off luminaires,
luminaire elevation of 32’ mounted on marblelite
poles with 10’ aluminum mast arms.
• A street light shall be installed at each intersection.
Street light spacing shall be 220’ minimum to 260’
maximum.
• If an intersection is signalized, a street light shall
be installed on each corner as a part of the traffic
signal system.
• Street lights shall be staggered from side to side of
street, unless otherwise approved by the City
Engineer.
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Street Light Standard
Arterial and Parkway Streets
• Street lights on arterial streets shall be LED –
minimum 16,000 lumen with cut-off luminaires,
luminaire elevation of 32’, mounted on
marbelite poles with 12’ aluminum mast arms.
• A minimum of two (2) street lights shall be
installed at each intersection. Street light
spacing shall be 260’ minimum to 300’
maximum.
• Street lights shall be installed on both sides of
the street.
• If an intersection is signalized, a street light
shall be installed on each corner as a part of
the traffic signal system.
• A minimum separation of 20’ is required
between trees and street light poles.
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Street Light
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Questions on Street Lights?
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Sign Retroreflectivity
• Traffic Control Sign Retroreflectivity
• Retroreflectivity – a property of a surface that allows a
large portion of the light coming from a point source to
be returned directly back to a point near its origin
• Governed by California Manual on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices (CA MUTCD), Current version 2014 CA
MUTCD, Rev 5
• Minimum maintained retroreflectivity levels are
provided in Section 2A.08 and Table 2A-3 of CA MUTCD

• Local Agency Requirements to Maintain Minimum
Retroreflectivity
• Requirements also outlined in Section 2A.08
• Required to have an assessment or management
method that is designed to maintain sign
retroreflectivity
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Sign Retroreflectivity
• Assessment or Management Methods per
Section 2A.08
• Visual Nighttime Inspection – trained
inspector during nighttime conditions
• Measured Sign Retroreflectivity –
measured by retroreflectometer
• Expected Sign Life – sign installation date
tracked and sign replaced at expected life
• Blanket Replacement – all signs in area
replaced at regular intervals
• Control Signs – signs replaced based on
control sign performance
• Other Methods – based on engineering
studies
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Sign Retroreflectivity
• City of Lemoore Activity
• Blanket replacement of safety signs 5-6
years ago
• New development requirements
• Street projects
• Citizen input
• Police and Employee input
• Formalize assessment/management
program
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Questions on Sign
Retroreflectivity?
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Sidewalk Repair Program
 In

FY 2018-2019 the City started a
Sidewalk Repair Program to assist
property owners with repairing sidewalk
issues abutting their properties and in
the public right of way.

 The

program was a 50% cost sharing
program with a maximum
reimbursement of $2,500 per property.

 Eligible

expenses included sidewalk,
tree removal, curb and gutter repair,
and drive approach repair.
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Sidewalk Repair Program
 FY

2018-2019 Summary



18 applications were approved



$30,609 was reimbursed for sidewalk repairs

 FY

2019-2020 Summary



8 applications were approved



$13,320 was reimbursed for sidewalk repairs

 FY


2020-2021

The program was placed on hold due to budget constraints
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Resident Concerns
 The

City has a few ways concerns
can be brought to staff’s
attention.


Residents may call our offices (559-924-6744 ext. 744)



Residents may visit our offices (711 W. Cinnamon Drive)
although COVID has made this a little more difficult.



Residents may submit concerns via the City website
(www.lemoore.com)



The City website is the easiest method for reporting
concerns.
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City Website
Shown below is the City’s homepage with the link for
reporting concerns circled in red.
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Reporting Concerns
• Residents can select from a list of issues and add
more detail under the “describe” box at the
bottom.
• Once they submit the request, City staff
evaluates the request, and assigns it the
appropriate department for resolution.
• The resident is notified of the outcome, whether
the issue is investigated, resolved, or denied.
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Questions?
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